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NOVA Open EVENT LEADS 
Providing News & Updates 
 
11/15/2019: 
 
Thanks to all the Warhammer: Age of Sigmar players who attended NOVA Open 2019. 
In this year of anniversaries, it was the 5th year running AoS events and 4th Grand 
Narrative set in the Realm of Shadows. After three days of narrative games, 28 players 
participated in an epic siege to conclude the 2019 event with the defenders of 
Umbershire just barely keeping Archaon and the attackers from overrunning the city! 
Some games of Warcry were squeezed in at NOVA Open, as well, with warbands 
completing missions for the wizards positioning themselves for powerful seats on the 
city council after the siege. 
 
Age of Sigmar leads are planning even more narrative action for 2020 and will be 
integrating Warcry into the grand narrative. Players should be able to play only AoS 
games in the narrative event, or stick with the smaller Warcry games, leaving time to 
attend other events and seminars. The ambitious player can play both Warcry and AoS 
to enjoy the full variety of narrative gaming throughout the entire NOVA Open 
convention to level up special heroes and employ custom terrain. 
 
 
12/15/2019: 
 
Skyvessels 
Over Ulgu 
Umberspire 
 
Clipper is the colloquial name for a class of fast merchant skyvessel used for blockade 
running and smuggling throughout Dawnland, in the Mortal Realm of Ulgu. The helm of 
each Clipper is equipped with a Shadowcloud drive which, although unstable, can move 
the vessel between shadows. Each players may design and build a Clipper to use in 
games as a movable terrain piece. Details will be provided after playtesting is complete 
to build your own Clipper. As an alternative, we are also playtesting with large flying 
monsters for more primal warbands to ride across the skies over Dawnland. If you're 
interested in participating in the skyvessel Warcry playtest please contact 
customerservice@novaopen.com 
 
 


